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Piano Forte.

ADAGIO.

ritard: a tempo.
MUSIC FOR GUITAR AND PIANO
From the collection of the Library of Congress

Same as Call.Op105(Sim) except this edition does not include the minuet
and trio.

CORRECTIONS: (bt=beat; c^1=notated middle C.)
Gtr34 bt6: chord was same as bt4, A major.
Gtr80: end repeat dots added.
Gtr108: both rests were missing.
Pn4 bt4 bass: A was G.

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CALL NUMBER: M277.C (in box labeled "M277 A-"). Specify publisher
Johanning.

THANKS: The publisher is indebted to pianist Elmer Booze for his proofreading help.

This “performance facsimile”, with restoration, corrections, measure numbers, and other aids
to ready performance, was created by Donald Sauter (1997) and is offered freely to the world.